Trimble Driver Safety
Unlock the key to driver safety

Protect your drivers and reduce risk. If you run a business with drivers out on the road, ensuring they are safe is a priority. Whether employees are attending a few different jobs in a day or constantly on the road to pick up and drop off goods, they are at risk simply by being in a vehicle. It can be difficult to monitor and manage how safe drivers are when you can’t be with them in the passenger seat for each and every journey.

Trimble Driver Safety is a solution combining in-vehicle hardware with a range of alerts, reports and dashboards about driver behavior that can be utilized by managers and drivers to improve safety out on the road.

By setting safety parameters and then scoring drivers against these, you can identify those drivers who could be putting themselves and other road users at risk and offer training and advice to coach them to improve.

Poor driving is also expensive driving; for those drivers over accelerating or speeding, they are wasting fuel needlessly and could be damaging the vehicle. The reports provided by Trimble Driver Safety help you see where a better driving style needs to be enforced to reduce fuel costs and minimize the impact on vehicle condition.

Benefits

- Reduces accidents and improves employee safety out on the road
- Improves public image by promoting a safe driving culture
- Increases fuel savings through improved driver behavior
- Improves productivity through better vehicle uptime
- Reduces operational costs by lowering fuel use and repair bills
- Improves driver compliance using driver-style feedback

Did you know?... Safe driving reduces fuel use & company costs

Aggressive drivers are a factor for excessive fuel use, increased maintenance costs and higher accident rates. Recent studies found:

Reducing aggressive driving (speeding, rapid acceleration and braking) can lower your fuel use by

33%*

People who drive too fast cause, or contribute to over

665,000

or one-third of accidents every year on U.S. roads.**
Features

- In-vehicle hardware† alerts the driver to driving behavior with light signals
- Driver Safety consoles provide a quick view of overall driving performance
- Driver scorecards help evaluate specific driving skills and drivers
- Map displays harsh maneuver event locations
- Exception reports capture speeding, maneuvering and idling events in real time
- Mobile app feature offers drivers benchmarking, dashboards and tips on driving style

Promote safe-driving behaviors
Driver Safety leverages the GPS receiver in the in-vehicle hardware to collect the required data for analysis. Using Fleet Management capabilities, the extensible Driver Safety solution allows you to improve your safe-driving practices by:

- Sending audible and visual alerts to drivers when their actions are outside set guidelines for aggressive driving. An in-vehicle display† uses red, yellow and green LEDs to indicate the driver’s safety level and an audible beep will alert the driver if the current action is outside the safe range, allowing the driver to self-correct his driving and get safely to the next appointment.
- Enabling driver-specific monitoring of speed, rapid acceleration and braking through the Driver Scorecard.
- Pinpointing vehicle location at a specific time to respond to unsafe driving complaints and traffic incident claims.

The overall driver’s score is presented using scorecards, consoles and reports. By tracking driver performance, managers can follow specific behavior trends over time and identify areas where drivers require training.

The Driver Safety capability on the FieldMaster app allows visibility into the driving performance of individual and team members so they can become better, safer drivers.

** Traffic Safety Facts, 2011 Data, NHTSA’s National Center for Statistics and Analysis
† In-vehicle hardware (TDI-100) is optional for the Driver Safety solution.
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LEARN MORE...

For more information about Driver Safety, please contact your account manager or sales representative, send an email to fsminfo@trimble.com or visit www.trimble.com/fsm.